
Commercial Department
27 Canmore St, Dunfermline KY12 7NU

01383 604100

TO LET

HOT FOOD 
TAKEAWAY PREMISES

73 Hendry Road, 
KIRKCALDY, FIFE, KY2 5DA 

Hot Food Takeaway with private 
car parking 

Extends to Gross Internal Area of 
80.18sq.m (865 sq.ft)  

Prominent location in  residential 
area

Offers invited at £18,000 per  
annum exclusive 



LOCATION
Kirkcaldy is one of Fife’s principal centres having a population approaching 50,000 persons
and a catchment area estimated to be in the region of 150,000. The town benefits from a 
mainline railway station and good dual carriageway linkage to Central Scotland’s motorway 
network, enjoying an attractive position on the north shore of the Firth of Forth, a few miles 
south from Glenrothes and a short drive north of Edinburgh.

The subjects themselves lie on Hendry Road close to a busy roundabout in a predominantly 
residential area. Nearby occupiers include other similar type operators, as well as other retail 
units. 

DESCRIPTION:
The subjects comprise retail premises arranged over the ground floor of a single storey 
attached building of brick/block construction, rendered externally, under a pitched and tiled 
roof.

Internally it is arranged to provide main sales/kitchen, a store room and staff toilet facilities. 
Additionally there is further loft storage space which is accessed via a roof hatch with folding 
ladders.

Externally, there is a private car park together with extra on street parking spaces if required.

ACCOMMODATION:
We calculate that the subjects extend to a Gross Internal Area of 80.18 sq. m (865 sq.ft)

ASSESSMENT:
With reference to the Scottish Assessor’s website, we note that the subjects are entered in the 
current Valuation Roll at 

Rateable Value:  £15,000

LEASE TERMS:  
The subjects are offered on Full Repairing and Insuring terms for a period to be negotiated, 
incorporating rent reviews at appropriate intervals.

RENTAL:
Offers of £18,000 per annum exclusive are invited.

EPC:
A copy of the EPC can be made available on request. 

VAT:
All prices quoted are exclusive of VAT which is chargeable.

VIEWINGS:
Strictly by appointment with the sole Letting Agents.

DATE OF ENTRY:
By agreement

REFERENCE:  
ESA2225

DATE OF PUBLICATION:
October 2020

CONTACT: 
ben.mitchell@dmhall.co.uk
fifeagency@dmhall.co.uk

IMPORTANT NOTE
DM Hall for themselves and for the vendors or lessors of this property, whose agents they are, give notice that:

(i)  The particulars are set out as a general outline only for the guidance of intended purchasers or lesses and do not constitute, nor constitute part of, an offer or contract.
(ii)  All descriptions, dimensions, reference to condition and necessary permissions for use and occupation, and other details are given without responsibility and any inteded purchasers ot tenants should not rely on them as 

statement or representation of fact but must satisfy themselves by inspection or otherwise as to the correctness of each of them.
(iii)  No person in the emplyment of DM Hall has any authority to make or give any representation or warrenty whatever in relation to the property.
(iv) All prices, premiums and rents quoted are exclusive of VAT.
(v) The information contained in these particulars has been checked and, unless otherwise stated, it is understood to be materially correct at the date of publication. After these details have been printed, circumstances may 

change outside our control.
(vi)   These particulars are provided for record purposes only and are not intended to create, nor to be relies upon as creating, any contractual relationship or commitment. Any contract shall only be entered into by way of our 

clients’ solicitors.
dmhall.co.uk


